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While the RATIO INSTITUTIONIS for formation is being drawn up and
developed, some formators have asked the General House for basic
criteria, some guidelines for formation, discernment, accompaniment, to serve as a support for the formation teams. These form a
proposal that points to a style, reflecting one of the most urgent
concerns of the General Definitory. The fundamental elements are
already included in the current Ratio, so only a very basic and
essential list is specified here. It has no official value, it is only for
guidance.

1. CANDIDATES
1.1. ADMISSION: Do not indiscriminately admit all candidates
who seek to enter the Order. Assess their personal qualities, good health, affective, moral and spiritual maturity (RI
92,36-59; C 108), as well as their capacity to relate and
listen that would help them accept the Carmelite charism,
the reasons that move them to enter the Order and
psychological health (RI 92,103-124).
1.2. DISCERNMENT: Take care of the discernment of candidates
through a knowledge that is as clear as possible, evaluation
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of their aptitude for prayer, for a life that is fraternal,
apostolic (Norms 77); should they come from another
experience of religious life, request their previous reports.
1.3. VOCATION: Carefully discern the signs indicating the
existence of a true vocation, by avoiding, in vocational
ministry and in reception, any preoccupation concerning
the number of candidates.

2.

FORMATORS
2.2. PRIORITY DUTY: The formators should dedicate themselves
to the task of accompaniment, free of incompatible duties
(Norms 71b), and be sufficiently mature (RI 85). Do not
improvise formators. Make sure that they are trained in the
ability to discern, to accompany and the transmission of
spirituality (Norms 71; Perfectae Caritatis 79).
2.3. DIALOGUE: At least once a month, they should have
discussions with those being formed to get to know their
feelings, accompany their growth process, their use of the
media and promote their specific charisms (RI 111).
(Congregation for Catholic Education, Guidelines for the
Use of Psychology in the Admission and Formation of
Candidates for the Priesthood, 29/06/2008, nn. 1-2 and 4).
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3.

FORMATION TEAM
3.1. COMMUNAL CRITERIA: In the event that there is a large
number of trainees, the Council will assign collaborators
with whom to form a team harmonious in criteria and
formative dialogue (RI 92,79-81; NA 72). If there are no
trained formators, it is advisable to seek interprovincial
collaboration.
3.2. COMMUNION: The formative community must be made up
of people who are united and dialogue with each other and,
above all, with the Master, so that there is unity of criteria
in the house of formation and the abilities of each one are
respected. If necessary, assign only a part of the community
to the formative task (RI 92,82-84; Perfectae Caritatis 18).
3.3. FORMATIVE COMMUNITY: The community is a formative
one and must be trained and experienced in that service (RI
87).
3.4. CHARISM: May the formative community provide spiritual
companions with a knowledge and experience of the
Carmelite charism.

4.

FORMATIVE PROGRAM
4.1. FORMATION IN THE CHARISM: In formation, academic
studies are important, but it is also important to establish a
program of formation in the charism and for life. Knowledge
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and relationship with the person of Jesus Christ must occupy
the main place in the formative process.
4.2. DO NOT ACCELERATE PROCESSES: There should be no rush
in training. The processes must be serene and accompanied,
to facilitate an appropriation of the Carmelite charism.
Discern, as soon as possible, if those being formed have
difficulties that may improve over time, or that are more
deep-seated.
4.3. MATURITY: One of the most important tasks in training is to
educate for maturity, without infantilism, giving accompaniment for freedom and responsibility. “Souls that are
restrained cannot serve God well” (Teresa of Jesus, Letter
376, to Jerónimo Gracián 21.2.81, no. 3).
4.4. POST-FORMATION: Take particular care of the immediate
period after initial formation, that is, the first years after
solemn profession and priestly ordination. Establish the
necessary conditions for the continuity of a fixed
accompaniment. Do not assign to them demanding duties
without a period of introduction to them as collaborators.
4.5. SUITABILITY FOR PRIESTLY MINISTRY: A serious assessment
of the criteria and skills necessary for approval for Holy
Orders must be taken into account (Congregation for
Catholic Education, Ibid., nn. 3-10).
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